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1. Introduction

When earthquakes occur, suddenly bottom deformations will induce water response that is almost instantaneous. Then, bottom displacements affect wide areas and generate transient waves (tsunamis) usually characterized by a relatively small height with respect to their length, i.e. by a small steepness. Indeed, just after the earthquake, the water free surface mimics the final bottom deformations, that can be of the order of some meters, and small amplitude long waves start to propagate resulting in a potential transoceanic devastation (Synolakis et al., 2002).

When either subaerial or submerged landslides occur, the displacements will take place on both larger temporal-, and smaller spatial-scale. The deformations are of the order of hundreds of meters and the generated waves are quite different from those induced by submarine earthquakes. Hence, landslide tsunamis tend to be a local phenomenon, although extreme. Since two centuries ago, submarine failures were related to “sea waves without earthquake” when great waves were observed without any account of earthquakes (e.g. Mallet & Mallet, 1858; Milne, 1898; Montessus de Ballore, 1907). In an illuminating reasoning Mallet & Mallet (1858) argued that “great underwater slippage takes place [...] the effect upon the surface of the sea is at the same moment to originate a positive and a negative wave. [...] The magnitude of the wave raised is dependent upon that of the mass of solid material that has suddenly changed its place, upon the depth of water in which the slippage has occurred, upon the rapidity of the transposition, and in minor degree upon the form and material of the portion of the bank that has slipped.”

One of the more meaningful event occurred at Lituya Bay (Alaska, July 9, 1958), when a subaerial landslide triggered by an earthquake entered the water at the Gilbert Inlet and generated an impulse wave (Miller, 1960). The induced run-up was the highest known: the water rose up to 524 m at the slope in front of the landslide, then the waves propagated into the Bay and eventually radiated offshore through the Bay inlet with minimum effects outside the Bay itself. Another example, related to submarine failures, is the well documented tsunami generated by an underwater slump triggered by a magnitude 7 earthquake on July 17, 1998 close to the Sissano Lagoon, Sandaun Province, Papua New Guinea (see Synolakis et al., 2002). The tsunami struck about 30 km wide area, i.e. rather small, by inducing a maximum run-up of about 15 m and killing over 2100 people.

Landslide generated impulse waves can occur not only at the sea boundaries, but also in enclosed basins (i.e. reservoirs and lakes). The event that took place at the Vajont Valley (Italy) on October 9, 1963 is perhaps the more sorrowful one. A subaerial landslide of about
270 millions of cubic meters fell into the Vajont reservoir and generated impulse waves that ran up to about 235 m. The waves overtopped the concrete arc dam, flooding the village of Longarone, and causing 1901 casualties (e.g. Panizzo et al., 2005b).

When geological evidence can predict the probable occurrence of landslides, engineering tools are needed in order to forecast the features of the induced free surface perturbation.

At this end, the phenomenon of a landslide tsunami can be qualitatively separated in four different phases, each characterized by its own physical features:

(i) a solid or granular mass starts to move from one of the boundary of a water body;
(ii) an impulsive perturbation is generated as a consequence of the interaction with the water surface;
(iii) the generated perturbation propagates into the water body;
(iv) the propagated perturbation interacts with water body boundaries (i.e. coastlines).

Then, modeling of landslide hazards requires information and data from seismology, geology, geotechnical engineering (i-ii) and hydrodynamics (ii-iii-iv), resulting in a challenging task (Synolakis & Bernard, 2006).

Figure 1 depicts, although qualitatively, the phenomena. While the first phase (i) is intimately related to geological events, the other phases (ii-iii-iv) encompass challenging hydraulic topics such as the water entry problem, the propagation of the generated water-surface perturbation, as well as the run-up and overtopping at the boundaries.

More in details, when the landslide reaches the free surface (Figure 1, generation area, also referred to as the splash zone in the case of subaerial landslide, Walder et al., 2003), a perturbation is generated and energy exchange between landslide and water takes place. The induced waves quickly leave the generation area and propagate in the near field. The near field features of such a perturbation depend upon the characteristics of the landslide (volume, velocity, underwater travel time, density, porosity, shape of the front, slope angle, etc...). Then the waves propagate in the far field where frequency and directional energy dispersion, refraction and diffraction occur, depending upon water body configuration and waves features. Finally, the perturbation reaches the water body boundaries and it runs up and floods coastal areas, often resulting in great damage and danger for human activities. In the case of reservoirs normal modes (seiches) can be excited and the impulsive perturbation impinges the dam and, for extreme events, overtops or destroys it by flooding downstream. The last two phases (iii-iv) tend to coexist, influencing each other. When the landslide occurs directly at the coast, impulse waves both radiate seaward and propagate alongshore. The complex interaction that exists between the generation and the propagation mechanisms has therefore to be taken into account. In such a case trapped waves can be triggered by the source of the tsunami and propagate along the coast by inducing large wave run-up observed in some real cases (Ursell, 1952; Liu & Yeh, 1996; Liu et al., 1998; Johnson, 2007).

The present chapter aims at reviewing the available engineering tools that can be used to estimate the features of generated waves and their effects on boundaries, i.e. wave run-up and, in the case of reservoirs, dam overtopping.

The topic is intimately related to experimental investigations carried out in the past aimed at defining empirical formulations. Indeed, when forecasting of impulse waves features and effects is needed in a particular real case, it is possible to (i) build the specific hydraulic model, in which the topography of the area of the probable landslide and of the water body are reproduced (e.g. Davidson & McCartney, 1975; Chaudhry et al., 1983; Fritz et al., 2001) or (ii) refer to the results of well known basic research experiments performed under idealized...
assumptions, both two-dimensional and three-dimensional, intended to be representative of real cases (e.g. Huber, 1982; Panizzo et al., 2005a; Di Risio et al., 2009a;b).

The chapter is structured as follows. The next section deals with the generation and propagation of impulse waves induced by both underwater and subaerial landslide. The phenomena are qualitatively described and empirical formulations suitable for wave features forecasting are reported on the basis of past researches. The succeeding sections briefly describe the interaction of impulse waves with water body boundaries, i.e. wave run-up and overtopping. Concluding remarks close the chapter. Due to the limited number of pages, only generation and propagation of impulse waves are described in depth.

2. Impulse waves generation and propagation

This section deals with experimental investigations aimed at analyzing physical phenomena occurring in the generation area and in the near- and far-field. In the former, landslide energy is transferred to water, whereas in the near- and far-field the waves start to propagate and radiate in the water body.

The first experimental task that has to be addressed is impulse waves reproduction in physical models. The first studies were carried out by Russell (1838; 1845). This author used a vertical falling box in order to generate free surface transient perturbations similar to the “large solitary elevation” (christened “wave of translation”) induced by a sudden stop of a boat as observed by Sir Scott Russell along a channel. The box height was higher than the water depth and this impulse waves generation method was used by many authors (e.g. Wiegel et al., 1970; Noda, 1970; Monaghan & Kos, 2000) and is often referred to as “Scott Russell’s wave generator”.
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Some authors (e.g. Panizzo et al., 2002; Di Risio, 2005; Di Risio & Sammarco, 2008; Yim et al., 2008) used a falling box characterized by a height lower than the water depth. In this way, a return flow occurs over the top of the box and the generator may be addressed as “pseudo-Scott Russells wave generator”. Another option to simulate the impulse wave generation by a landslide was to use either a vertical (e.g. Noda, 1970) or an inclined (e.g. Miller, 1970; Iwasaki, 1983; Cea et al., 2004) moving paddle. Several studies have been aimed at providing analytical methods able to define paddle displacements for the generation of cnoidal and solitary waves, similar to impulse waves (e.g. Goring, 1978; Synolakis, 1990; Kattel & Eric, 2002; Malek-Mohammadi & Testik, 2010).

However, the preceding methods allow to study the impulse wave propagation, but lack in studying the landslide-water energy exchange. Then, a series of experimental investigations involved the use of solid boxes sliding down inclines (e.g. Wiegel et al., 1970; Heinrich, 1992; Watts, 1998; 2000; Watts et al., 2000; Walder et al., 2003; Panizzo et al., 2005a; Sue et al., 2006; Sue, 2007; Enet & Grilli, 2007; Ataie-Ashtiani & Nik-Khah, 2008a;b; Sælevik et al., 2009) or small calcareous stones (de Carvalho & do Carmo, 2007). Nevertheless, the shape of the boxes has to be defined preliminarily, and the deformations and porosity of real landslides cannot be reproduced in the model.

Watts et al. (2005) used a validated 2D fully non-linear potential-flow numerical model in order to evaluate the influence of the shape of an underwater solid landslide, and therefore to address the concern about the shape of the solid boxes. These authors found that the higher the spreading of Gaussian shape, the lower the amplitude of generated waves. Then, Watts et al. (2005) indicate that semi-elliptical shaped rigid body represents the worst case scenarios, at least for underwater landslides (Watts, 2000; Enet & Grilli, 2007; Di Risio et al., 2009a;b). For the case of subaerial landslides, Ataie-Ashtiani & Nik-Khah (2008a) suggested that the slide shape does not affect substantially the generated waves. However, comprehensive and parametric experimental investigations aimed at evaluating the influence upon the generated waves of the slope of the landslide front (γ) have not been carried out so far (at least to our knowledge). The topic was partially tackled by Kamphuis & Bowering (1970).

In order to reproduce the deformations of the landslide at model scale, some earlier investigations employed sand bags (e.g. Davidson & McCartney, 1975). Huber (1980; 1982) successively used granular material with the aim of fully reproducing both deformations and porosity of landslides. More recently, a series of two-dimensional experiments were performed at the Laboratory of Hydraulics, Hydrology and Glaciology of Zurich (VAW-ETH) by using granular landslides with varying geometry and energy (e.g. Fritz et al., 2003a;b; 2004; Zweifel et al., 2006; Heller & Hager, 2010b). The only three-dimensional experimental investigation with granular landslide is related to an attempt to reproduce the Lituya Bay event (Fritz et al., 2009). However, when granular landslides are used, scale effects will be encountered, mainly related to surface tension and fluid viscosity. This was in particular observed by Heller et al. (2008) when the water depth is lower than 0.20 m. As a general rule, scale effects tend to reduce the generated wave amplitudes, whilst their influence on wave celerity is found relatively small.

For a seek of synthesis, experimental investigations were carried out with solid boxes falling vertically (Scott Russell’s wave generator) or sliding along inclines with different shapes (semi-elliptical, triangular, parallelepiped), with deformable sand bags and with granular materials. When comparing solid and granular materials induced waves, for subaerial landslides it seems that there is agreement that solid blocks induce higher waves. In particular, Zweifel (2004) showed that, at least for two-dimensional water bodies, granular landslides
induce lower waves with respect to that induced by solid blocks. The differences in terms of induced wave amplitude increase as the landslide Froude number \( F \) increases \( (F = v_s / \sqrt{gd}) \), being \( v_s \) the landslide impact velocity and \( \sqrt{gd} \) the shallow water wave celerity, \( d \) the water depth and \( g \) the gravitational acceleration:

\[
\frac{a_{MB}/d - a_{M}/d}{a_{MB}/d} = 1 - 0.26F
\]

where \( a_M \) is the maximum wave amplitude for granular landslide and \( a_{MB} \) for solid blocks (for wave parameters symbols see Figure 1). As discussed by Heller & Kinnear (2010a), the differences arise from the influence of porosity (being zero for solid blocks), slide front angle (being fixed for solid blocks and time varying for granular landslides), transition between slope toe and channel bottom. Furthermore the blockage ratio \( (w/w_f) \) can influence induced waves. Indeed, for two-dimensional experiments with granular material, the landslide model fill the whole channel width \( (w_f) \), whereas solid blocks width \( (w) \) has to be lower than channel one in order to allow it to slide the incline.

On the other hand, in the case of underwater landslides, the differences between granular landslides and solid blocks are controversial. Some numerical simulations suggested that intense slide deformation in shallow water, even if crudely represented, induce higher waves (Grilli & Watts, 2005). Some experiments were conducted with deformable underwater landslide (Fleming et al., 2005; Ataie-Ashtiani & Nik-Khah, 2008b). It was observed that both sand bags and granular underwater landslide induce lower waves if compared with solid blocks ones (Ataie-Ashtiani & Nik-Khah, 2008b). In the authors’ opinion this aspect should be investigated. Furthermore, differences can arise from the transition between slope toe and channel bottom. It was observed that a sudden stop of solid underwater blocks induce higher waves if compared with a smooth transition allowing the landslide model to decelerate naturally at the horizontal bottom (Sue et al., 2006; Koo & Kim, 2008).

In the following subsections, forecasting formulae for subaerial and underwater landslide induced waves are reviewed.

### 2.1 Subaerial landslides generated waves

A qualitative description of the phenomena can be found in Liu et al. (2005) and Di Risio et al. (2009a). When landslide enters the water body, it pushes ahead the fluid and a leading positive seaward radiating wave is generated. Once the landslide becomes totally submerged, the water is initially depressed by generating a trailing wave through. Strong alongshore free surface gradients occur in the generation area resulting in converging flows that collide and rebound along the centreline of the landslide. The rebound is the responsible of a large positive wave radiating offshore. This section deals with the problem of forecasting the features of the generated and offshore-radiated waves.

Earlier experiments were conducted in two-dimensional wave flumes facing the problem of impulse wave propagation arising from water surface disturbances ((Prins, 1958), i.e. related to the classical problem of Cauchy-Poisson, Lamb, 1932, 238 - 240). In that study the leading wave types were inferred from experimental observations, i.e. oscillatory linear waves, solitary-like and cnoidal waves as well as bore-like waves (see Figure 1), depending on the geometrical features of wave disturbance, i.e. its height and length. However, the surface disturbances were static, then Miller (1970) extended the work by Prins (1958) by using a moving vertical paddle with the aim of gaining insight about the relationship between leading wave type and paddle Froude number. Then Wiegel et al. (1970) used the
Scott Russell’s wave generator and Noda (1970) related the wave type to landslide Froude number, i.e. the ratio between the falling box velocity ($v_b$) and shallow water waves celerity ($\sqrt{gd}$). Furthermore, for the case of horizontal moving paddle, he provided an empirical formulation for maximum wave crest amplitude based on his linear analytical modeling (Table 1, abbreviation NODA1970). In the meantime, Kamphuis & Bowering (1970) provided the first empirical formulations based on their own experiments (Bowering, 1970). The experiments consisted in a tray sliding down an incline. They proposed a dimensional analysis, by defining the relationships $f$ between any dependent quantity (in dimensionless form, $\Pi$):

$$\Pi = f\left(F, M, G, X, S, t, \sqrt{\frac{g}{d}}, \gamma, \alpha, p\right)$$

where $F$ is the already defined landslide Froude number ($= v_b / \sqrt{gd}$), $M$ is the dimensionless two-dimensional landslide volume ($= V_d / w_d^2$, $V_d$ the landslide volume, $w$ landslide width, $d$ water depth), $G$ the specific gravity ($= \rho_s / \rho_w$; the landslide bulk density, $\rho$ water density), $X$ the dimensionless propagation distance ($= x/d$, $x$ the distance from impact point), $t$ the time, $g$ the gravitational acceleration, $\gamma$ the landslide front slope, $\alpha$ the slope angle of the incline to horizontal, $p$ the landslide porosity. Experimental investigation showed that the generated maximum wave height $H_M$ is strongly affected by the dimensionless volume ($M$) and landslide Froude number ($F$). The leading wave period $T_l$ is affected only by the dimensionless distance. Empirical formulations are reported in Tables 1 and 2 (abbreviation KB1970).

The first three-dimensional experimental investigation was carried out by Huber (1980; 1982). He performed several two-dimensional experiments by employing a granular landslide model. Then the experimental results were compared with a limited number of three-dimensional experimental findings in order to estimate a reduction parameter capable of taking into account the three-dimensional effects due to lateral dispersion. Empirical correlations were provided only on a tabular form, but Huber & Hager (1997) re-analyzed the same experimental data and a series of empirical formulation were defined, for both two- and three-dimensional water bodies (HH1997 in Table 1). They found that, for two-dimensional water body, the main effect on wave height is related to the slope angle ($\alpha$): the lower the slope angle, the lower the wave height. Furthermore, increasing dimensionless landslide volume ($M$) and specific gravity ($G$) and decreasing of dimensionless distance ($X$) result in increasing wave height. Nevertheless, they simulated fast landslides, then the influence of landslide Froude number was not addressed. Three-dimensional water bodies lateral dispersion are modeled by a squared cosine function involving the wave propagation direction $\theta$ (measured with respect to the direction of landslide motion). After few years, granular material was used to simulate landslides within a long series of two-dimensional experiments at the wave flume of VAW-ETH (Zurich). The experimental observations were used to characterize the water flow in the near- and far-field (Fritz et al., 2003a), as well as the impact crater features (Fritz et al., 2003b), scale effects influence on experimental results (Heller et al., 2008), wave types (Fritz et al., 2004). Also, a series of empirical formulations were defined (Fritz et al., 2004; Zweifel et al., 2006; Heller & Kinnear, 2010a). By means of large scale PIV measurements they found that fluid velocities exist always after the landslide impact, then when dealing with numerical simulations, free surface does not suffice and also velocity fields have to be considered. They observed that the flow is substantially irrotational except close to the interface between granular material and water and in the rear of the landslide where turbulent flow occurs. These observations confirm the assumptions made in using of mathematical method, either numerical or analytical, based on Laplace equation. Of particular interest for...
our purposes is the empirical formulations proposed by this research group. Indeed, different empirical formulations were provided with different experimental ranges and by considering several dimensionless groups (ETH2004, ETH2006 and ETH2010 in Tables 1 and 2). The influences of (i) landslide Froude number \( F \), (ii) dimensionless landslide thickness \( S = s/w \), being the landslide thickness \( s \) measured perpendicular to the incline), (iii) specific gravity \( G \) and (iv) incline slope \( \alpha \) are addressed: the higher the values of \( M, S, G, \) the higher the induced wave height and period; the lower the value of \( \alpha \) (i.e. less steep inclines), the higher the induced wave height and period. It has to be stressed that the influence of the incline slope seems to be in contrast with the three-dimensional results showed by Huber & Hager (1997) that observed increasing wave height for increasing \( \alpha \).

Other experimental investigations were carried out by using solid landslides. Walder et al. (2003), on the basis of an interesting scaling analysis of the Euler equations, demonstrated the importance of the dimensionless underwater travel time \( \tau = t_s/\sqrt{gd} \), being \( t_s \) the underwater travel time, as confirmed analytically by Di Risio & Sammarco (2008), the dimensionless landslide volume \( M \), the landslide Froude number \( F \) and of the incline slope \( \alpha \). They proposed empirical formulations for maximum wave height in the near field involving the dimensionless underwater travel time and landslide volume (W2003 in Table 1). It was shown that such a relationships can model also the experimental data collected during past researches (Bowering, 1970; Huber, 1980). In this way, knowledge of underwater travel time is needed, and they related it to dimensionless landslide length \( L(\approx L/d) \), being \( L \) the landslide length measured along the incline). However the authors report in the paper the values of empirical coefficients based on their own data only. Furthermore they related the near field wavelength to underwater landslide, needed to estimate the extension of the near field, i.e. about three times the wavelength. It has to be stressed that the estimation of underwater travel time, and in turn wavelength and near field extension, did not involve the slope angle \( \alpha \).

Synthetically, the experimental work of Walder et al. (2003) showed that wave height increases for decreasing underwater travel time (then decreasing dimensionless landslide length) and increasing dimensionless landslide volume. It has to be stressed that the blockage ratio for those experiments was quite less than unity (i.e. equal to 0.53), therefore experimental data could be somewhat affected by some reduction (Heller & Kinnear, 2010a).

Further two-dimensional tests aimed at providing empirical formulations were performed by Di Risio (2005). He performed a series of experimental tests in the Environmental and Maritime Hydraulics Laboratory (LIAM) of the University of L’Aquila, by using a pseudo-Scott Russell’s wave generator (i.e. being the height of the box lower than water depth) in a two-dimensional wave flume. He provided empirical formulations (LIAM2005-2D in Table 1), based on the dimensional analysis by Kamphuis & Bowering (1970), equation (2), by keeping constant the porosity \( p = 0 \), the slope angle \( (\alpha = 90^\circ) \), the landslide front slope \( (y = 90^\circ) \) and the specific gravity \( G = 1.36 \). This study represent an extension of the work by Kamphuis & Bowering (1970), even if only for vertical landslides. Moreover he performed a series of axial symmetric experiments by using a vertical falling solid body (a kind of cylindrical Scott Russell’s wave generator) and by providing further empirical formulations (LIAM2005-AX in Tables 1 and 2). Similar behavior of wave features were found for both two-dimensional and axial symmetric water bodies: the higher the landslide Froude number \( F \) and the dimensionless landslide thickness \( S \) and the shorter the dimensionless distance \( X \) or \( R = r/d \), being \( r \) the distance from impact point in three-dimensional water body), the higher the maximum and leading wave height and crest amplitude. For the wave period it was found that it is slightly affected by the landslide Froude number.
Near field:
\[ a_{nf} = \frac{p_{nf}}{a_0} = 1.32F \]

Far field:
\[ T_{rf} = \frac{54}{572} + \frac{48}{25} \cdot \frac{M}{L} \]

Table 1. Empirical formulations for subaerial landslide generated waves. Highest wave.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref. (Abbrev.)</th>
<th>[ H_{L1}/d ]</th>
<th>[ a_{L1}/d ]</th>
<th>[ T_{1/2}/d ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Komatsu &amp; Seno (1979) (KIS1979)</td>
<td>[ 0.02 \cdot 0.2 + 0.2 \cdot \frac{M}{L} ]</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selvadurai &amp; Hager (1987) (SH87-25)</td>
<td>[ 0.02\times10^{-0.2-0.2} ]</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selvadurai &amp; Hager (1987) (SH87-25)</td>
<td>[ 1.75\times10^{-0.2-0.2} ]</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walder et al. (2000) (W000)</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brat et al. (2006) (B006)</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panizzo et al. (2005) (LIAM05-AX)</td>
<td>[ 0.02 \cdot 0.2 + 0.2 \cdot \frac{M}{L} ]</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTS (2005) (LIM05-25)</td>
<td>[ \frac{0.282\times10^{-0.2-0.2}}{0.282\times10^{-0.2-0.2}} ]</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTS (2005) (LIM05-25)</td>
<td>[ 0.282\times10^{-0.2-0.2} ]</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atar-Aknani &amp; Shokl (2000) (ATK00)</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTS (2005) (LIM05-25)</td>
<td>[ 0.02 \cdot 0.2 + 0.2 \cdot \frac{M}{L} ]</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Empirical formulations for subaerial landslide generated waves. Leading wave.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref. (Abbrev.)</th>
<th>[ H_{L1}/d ]</th>
<th>[ a_{L1}/d ]</th>
<th>[ T_{1/2}/d ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Komatsu &amp; Seno (1979) (KIS1979)</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firn et al. (2004) (F004)</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panizzo et al. (2005) (LIAM05-25)</td>
<td>[ 0.02 \cdot 0.2 + 0.2 \cdot \frac{M}{L} ]</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| DTS (2005) (LIM05-25) | \[ 0.282\times10^{-0.2-0.2} \] | = | = | www.intechopen.com
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Table 3. Experimental ranges for empirical formulations of Tables 1-2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref. (Abbr.)</th>
<th>Landslide model</th>
<th>Solid</th>
<th>Granular</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>Σ</th>
<th>X, (R)</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>α (◦)</th>
<th>θ (◦)</th>
<th>γ (◦)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kamphuis &amp; Bowering (1970) (KB1970)</td>
<td>Solid</td>
<td>0.9-3.1</td>
<td>0.04-0.79</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>7.2-74.3</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>20-90</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>75.5-101.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huber &amp; Hager (1997) (HH1997-2D)</td>
<td>Granular</td>
<td>0.55-1.0</td>
<td>0.03-2.40</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>5-109</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>26.50</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huber &amp; Hager (1997) (HH1997-3D)</td>
<td>Granular</td>
<td>0.55-1.0</td>
<td>0.03-2.40</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>5-109</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>26.50</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walder et al. (2003) (W2003)</td>
<td>Solid</td>
<td>1.0-4.1</td>
<td>0.14-1.24</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.28-2.94</td>
<td>2-20</td>
<td>0.26-11.2-15.5</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fritz et al. (2004) (ETH2004)</td>
<td>Granular</td>
<td>1.08-4.66</td>
<td>0.07-0.19</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>0-25</td>
<td>0.07-0.09</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panizzo et al. (2005) (LIAM2005-2D)</td>
<td>Solid</td>
<td>1.9-2.2</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.08-0.48</td>
<td>1.5-1.1</td>
<td>0.11-0.45</td>
<td>16.30</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Di Renzo (2005) (LIAM2005-2D)</td>
<td>Solid</td>
<td>2.0-2.30</td>
<td>0.48-1.47</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>0.08-12.5</td>
<td>1.7-0.22</td>
<td>0.12-2.55</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Di Renzo (2005) (LIAM2005-3D)</td>
<td>Solid</td>
<td>2.0-2.0</td>
<td>0.01-0.98</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.03-5.86</td>
<td>1.7-2.5</td>
<td>0.15-7.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zweifel et al. (2006) (ETH2006)</td>
<td>Granular</td>
<td>1.08-4.66</td>
<td>0.06-1.38</td>
<td>0.96-2.44</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.06-1.12</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ataie-Ashtiani &amp; Nik-Khah (2008a) (AANK2008)</td>
<td>Solid</td>
<td>Not Declared</td>
<td>2-20</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.06-0.18</td>
<td>87.2</td>
<td>0.1-0.4</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heller &amp; Hager (2010) (ETH2010)</td>
<td>Granular</td>
<td>0.64-2.83</td>
<td>0.05-2.88</td>
<td>0.56-1.72</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.04-1.10</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similar qualitative behavior was observed by Panizzo et al. (2005a) in the case of three-dimensional water bodies (LIAM2005-3D in Tables 1 and 2). They used a tray sliding along an incline that generated impulse waves in a wave tank. The slope of the incline was adjustable, so they investigated also the influence of α on generated waves. Actually, they followed the scaling analysis proposed by Walder et al. (2003), but their results showed that the underwater travel time depends on the same dimensionless groups proposed by Kamphuis & Bowering (1970). They found that the generated wave height increases as the landslide Froude number (F) and the dimensionless landslide front area (Σ = ws/d2) increase. Furthermore they observed that the wave height grows as the incline slope (α) becomes smaller, therefore in contrast with the formulation by Huber & Hager (1997).

Ataie-Ashtiani & Nik-Khah (2008a) showed that the landslide shape does not strongly affect the wave height. They proposed their own empirical formulations (AANK2008 in Table 1) that work well also for experimental data by Bowering (1970), Huber & Hager (1997) and Walder et al. (2003). It has to be noted that the data collected by Huber & Hager (1997) is related to granular landslide models that should result in lower wave height if compared with experiments performed with solid blocks (Zweifel, 2004; Heller & Kinnear, 2010a). The doubt can be partially solved by observing that the experiments performed by Walder et al. (2003) and Ataie-Ashtiani & Nik-Khah (2008a) are characterized by a blockage ratio (= w/wf, being wf the wave flume width) equal to 0.526 and about 0.12 respectively. Indeed, as indicated by Heller & Kinnear (2010a), decreasing blockage ratio tends to reduce generated wave height.
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Inspection of empirical formulations (see Tables 1 and 2) reveals that wave height (or wave crest amplitude) increases as dimensionless Froude number ($F$), dimensionless landslide volume ($M$) or dimensionless landslide front area ($\Sigma$), dimensionless landslide thickness ($S$) and specific gravity ($G$) increase. As far as the slope of the incline ($\alpha$) is concerned, all the formulations but the one by Huber & Hager (1997) indicated that the lower the slope, the higher the wave height.

Wave height attenuation is larger in three-dimensional and axial symmetric water bodies with respect to two-dimensional geometries. The landslide front slope angle ($\gamma$) influence was investigated only by Kamphuis & Bowering (1970) and Heller & Hager (2010b). When the angle that the front of landslides forms with water ($\pi - \alpha - \gamma$) decreases, wave height will increases too. In general, granular landslides seems to generate lower waves as indicated by Zweifel (2004) and landslide shape does not affect significantly the induced wave height (Ataie-Ashtiani & Nik-Khah, 2008a).

The induced wave period is strongly related only to dimensionless distance from generation area ($X$ or $R$): the higher the distance, the higher the wave period, i.e. wave dispersion occurs. The influences of landslide Froude number ($F$), the slope of the incline ($\alpha$), the specific gravity ($G$) and the dimensionless landslide volume ($M$) seems to be slight.

It has to be noticed that for the use of some empirical formulations (i.e. W2003 and AAKK2008) the dimensionless underwater travel time value ($\tau$) is needed. The only available formulations are those proposed by Walder et al. (2003) and Panizzo et al. (2005a):

$$\tau = 4.5 \sqrt{L} \quad ; \quad \tau = 0.43\Sigma^{-0.27}F^{-0.66}(\sin\alpha)^{-1.32}$$ (3)

As observed by Walder et al. (2003), the first of equations (3), should be used when landslide motion is manly affected by frictional forces (i.e. Coulumbic friction) and hydrodynamic drag is less important (Savage & Hutter, 1989).

Fig. 2. Computed values of relative maximum wave height ($H_M/d$) and maximum wave crest amplitude ($a_M/d$) for varying landslide Froude number $F$ ($M = 0.5$, $G = 1.4$, $\Sigma = 0.5$, $X = R = 5$, $S = 0.5$, $\alpha = 45^\circ$, $\theta = 0^\circ$)
Figure 2 compares the computed maximum wave height (left panel) and maximum wave crest amplitude (right panel) with the empirical formulations described above (Tables 1). It has to be noted that HH1997-3D and LIAM2005-3D are based on three-dimensional experiments, LIAM2005-AX on axial symmetric water bodies, whereas the others refer to two-dimensional investigations. In order to compare the formulations, the curves are plotted together by keeping fixed some parameters \( M = 0.5, G = 1.4, \Sigma = 0.5, X = R = 5, S = 0.5, \alpha = 45^\circ, \theta = 0^\circ \). It has to be stressed that some formulations are applied outside their own experimental ranges (see Table 3). Some considerations arise from figure inspection. Maximum wave height is considered first. As expected, the lowest wave height is estimated by LIAM2005-AX and LIAM2005-3D. The three-dimensional results are higher than the axial symmetric ones, due to (i) the wave directivity that is present for the experiments of Panizzo et al. (2005a) and totally absent in axial symmetric geometries (Di Risio, 2005) and (ii) as axial symmetric experiments were carried out with vertical falling solid boxes \( (\alpha = 90^\circ) \). For landslide Froude number lower than about 2.0, empirical formulation ETH2010, based on granular material experiments, gives lower maximum wave height than LIAM2005-2D and KB1970, based on solid blocks experiments. However the differences decrease with increasing landslide Froude number, somewhat in contrast with Zweifel (2004). Furthermore, for landslide Froude number higher than about 2.0, granular material experiments give higher maximum wave height than solid blocks ones. The higher the value of dimensionless landslide thickness \( S \), the higher the landslide Froude number from which granular landslide models give higher wave height. However it has to be noted that landslide Froude number experimental ranges of LIAM2005-2D and KB1970 are 2.6 and 3.1 respectively.

As far as the maximum wave crest amplitude is concerned (Figure 2, right panel), it can be noted that the ETH’s empirical formulations give the higher values for high landslide Froude numbers, i.e. granular material seems to induce higher crest elevation. For landslide Froude number lower than about 2.0, the empirical formulation proposed by Walder et al. (2003) on the basis of solid blocks experiments gives the highest value. For higher values of \( F \), ETH2004-2006-2010, based on granular landslide experiments, give higher values than the solid boxes. It could be argued that the deformability of granular slide plays a role in generating waves for high landslide Froude number due to increasing of landslide front area that, as indicated by Panizzo et al. (2005a), induces an increasing of wave height. This aspect should be addressed in order to clarify the applicability of empirical formulations.

### 2.2 Underwater landslides generated waves

Physical features of underwater landslide generated waves are significantly different from that induced by subaerial landslides described in the previous section. As observed experimentally by Enet & Grilli (2007) in a three-dimensional wave tank, when underwater landslides occur, a depression of free surface takes place above the initial location of the slide. Then it rebounds to generate elevation perturbation radiating offshore as a leading elevation N-wave (Tadepalli & Synolakis, 1994) followed by trailing smaller waves. The rebound wave also propagates shoreward and is reflected by the shore, inducing wave run-up.

One of the first experimental works was carried out by Wiegel (1955) who used solid boxes, either falling vertically or sliding down an incline, in order to generate impulse waves in a two-dimensional wave flume. It was observed that the wave amplitude increases as the submerged weight increases and the initial submergence of the slide \( (\zeta) \) decreases. The wave period is related to the length of the slide and on the slope of the incline: the flatter the incline (the lower the slope \( \alpha \)), the greater the wave period.
As the landslide starts to move when it is totally submerged, the features of generated waves are likely to be strongly related to the landslide motion. This aspect was addressed by the key work of Watts (1998). His experimental work was devoted at providing a method aimed at defining empirical formulation giving characteristic wave amplitude at a particular distance away from initial location of a submerged landslide. Based on scaling analysis of Euler equations, similar to Walder et al. (2003), he provided the following dimensional relationship:

\[
\frac{\eta}{x_0} = f\left(\frac{b}{|c|}, \alpha, Z, HA_0\right)
\]  

(4)

where \(\eta\) is the characteristic wave amplitude, \(b\) is the horizontal dimensions of the landslide, \(|c|\) the initial submergence, \(\alpha\) the slope of the incline, already used for subaerial landslide, \(Z\) the submergence number (\(= x_0 \sin\alpha / |c|\)), related to the characteristic length of landslide motion \((x_0)\), and \(HA_0\), the Hammack number \((= t_0 \sqrt{gd}/ b)\), is related to the characteristic time of the landslide motion \((t_0)\). It has to be noted that, compared to the subaerial landslide generated waves problem, the landslide Froude number does not suffice to describe the phenomena. In particular, some measurements of the characteristic of the landslide motion are needed (i.e. \(x_0\) and \(t_0\)). Based on theoretical analysis of solid block motion proposed by Pelinovsky & Poplavsky (1996), it was showed that characteristic length \(x_0\) and time \(t_0\) of landslide motion can be related to the initial acceleration \(a_0\) and terminal velocity \(u_t\):

\[
x_0 = \frac{u_t^2}{a_0} \quad \text{;} \quad t_0 = \frac{u_t}{a_0}
\]

(5)

that, in turn, are related to the dynamical forces acting on the landslide during its motion (i.e. Coulombic friction force, added mass force and hydrodynamic drag). Then the influence of initial acceleration and terminal velocity upon the induced wave is emphasized. Furthermore, the Hammack number represents a dimensionless near field wavelength (Watts, 2000). Indeed, characteristic wavelength \(\lambda_0\) can be expressed in terms of the characteristic time of landslide motion \((t_0\sqrt{gd}/b)\), and the Hammack number is the ratio between \(\lambda_0\) and the horizontal landslide length \(b\). This result is similar to the analytical one by Tuck & Hwang (1972) who showed that waves dispersion can be neglected (i.e. the near field) up to a distance of \(b/(\tan\alpha)^2\) when an underwater disturbance of scale length \(b\) occurring on a sloping beach that forms an angle \(\alpha\) to the horizontal generates an impulse waves train. Hence, the key result of the work by Watts (1998) is the formal coupling of the landslide motion to the generated waves (non-dimensional wave curve). Based on this formalism, Grilli & Watts (2005) and Watts et al. (2005) performed a series of two-dimensional numerical simulations aimed at providing empirical formulations giving the wave amplitude in the near field. The shape of the underwater landslide was selected on the basis of some preliminary simulations (Grilli & Watts, 2005) that indicated the semi-elliptical landslides as the worst case scenarios. The empirical formulation reads as follows (hereinafter referred to as W2005-2D, Watts et al., 2005):

\[
\eta_{2D} = \frac{u_t^2}{a_0} \left(0.0574 - 0.0431 \sin \alpha\right) S_b \left(\frac{L \sin \alpha}{|c|}\right)^{1.25} \left[1 - \exp\left[-2.2 (D - 1)\right]\right]
\]

(6)

where \(S_b\) is a different definition of dimensionless landslide thickness (= \(s/b\)) if compared to that used for subaerial landslide. Formulation (6) is valid within the following ranges: \(5^\circ < \alpha < 30^\circ\), \(0.06 < b/d < 1.5\), \(0.008 < S_b < 0.2\), \(1.46 < D < 2.93\). In order to provide also three-dimensional wave amplitude, the following relationship was proposed by the same
authors (hereinafter referred to as W2005-3D):

\[ \eta_{3D} = \eta_{2D} \left( \frac{w}{w + \lambda_0} \right) \]

(7)

where \( w \) is the landslide width and \( \lambda_0 \) is the characteristic wavelength (\( = t_0 \sqrt{gd} \)).

The three-dimensional experimental work by Enet & Grilli (2007) confirmed the importance of initial acceleration and terminal velocity and successfully validated the empirical formulation provided by Watts et al. (2005).

Based on three-dimensional experiments, Ataie-Ashtiani & Nik-Khah (2008b) and Najfi-Jilani & Ataie-Ashtiani (2008) proposed further empirical formulations aimed at forecasting wave features in both the near field and the far field. The width of the wave tank was about 12 times the landslide width, and the waves were free to propagate also in the rear of the slope that did not span on the whole cross section of the tank. Here we report only the formulation for near field wave amplitude. Ataie-Ashtiani & Nik-Khah (2008b) and Najfi-Jilani & Ataie-Ashtiani (2008) used a series of dimensionless groups slightly different from that proposed by Watts et al. (2005) and expressed the near field wave amplitude as follows (hereinafter referred to as NJAA2008):

\[ \eta = \frac{\eta_2}{\eta_0} \left( \frac{1}{S_b} + \frac{a_2 s_b + a_3}{L} \right)^{b_1 \ln(S_b) + b_2} \]

(8)

whose parameters \( a_1 \) and \( b_1 \) are reported in Table 4. Formulation (8) is valid within the following ranges: \( 15^\circ < \alpha < 60^\circ \), \( 0.008 < S_b < 0.8 \), \( 0.26 < |\zeta|/L < 0.86 \), \( D = 1.9 \).

Figure 3 shows the computed values against the varying relative submergence (\( b/|\zeta| \)) and slope incline (\( \alpha \)). It has to be stressed that for underwater landslide the higher the slope (the steeper the incline), the higher the wave amplitude, in contrast with subaerial generated waves.

It has to be noted that empirical formulations for underwater landslide generated waves were developed for rigid landslide and the effect of deformability and porosity is controversial. Watts & Grilli (2003) suggested that landslide deformation, at least at early stage, does not affect its motion, but preliminary numerical simulations of Grilli & Watts (2005) showed that landslide deformability is able to increase amplitude and affect waveform of generated waves. On the contrary, experimental investigations of Ataie-Ashtiani & Nik-Khah (2008b) showed that the slide deformations cause an average reduction of about 20-30% in energy conversion if compared with rigid slide. The problem should be addressed more in details.

### 2.3 Impulse waves propagation alongshore

The first attempt to analyze wave propagation alongshore was performed in the case of an ideal circular island (Yeh et al., 1994; Briggs et al., 1995a; Liu et al., 1995; Cho & Liu, 1999; Cho et al., 2004). Motivated by the extreme inundation observed in the rear side of Babi Island (Indonesia) during an earthquake induced tsunami attack (December 12, 1992), the experiments consisted in the study of inundation map around a circular island undertaken

\[ a_1 = 1.4497b/|\zeta| - 2.02732b/|\zeta|^2 + 0.71456b/|\zeta| - 0.04967 \]
\[ a_2 = -0.00692b/|\zeta|^3 + 0.14119b/|\zeta|^2 - 0.04103b/|\zeta| + 0.00308 \]
\[ a_3 = 0.00580b/|\zeta|^3 - 0.00913b/|\zeta|^2 + 0.00391b/|\zeta| + 0.00819 \]
\[ b_1 = 9.68278b/|\zeta|^3 - 12.6841b/|\zeta|^2 + 4.64830b/|\zeta| - 0.65307 \]
\[ b_2 = 19.23503b/|\zeta|^3 - 27.66338b/|\zeta|^2 + 12.49724b/|\zeta| - 3.72730 \]

Table 4. Parameters of equation (8)
to the attack of a solitary wave propagating from offshore. Here we want to pay attention to impulse wave propagation when impulse waves are generated directly on the shore. Indeed, landslide generated waves can remain trapped close to the coast due to refraction phenomena and edge waves occur (Ursell, 1952; Lynett & Liu, 2005; Johnson, 2007). Ursell (1952) showed that waves on straight coast can remain trapped close to the shoreline depending on the beach slope (edge wave modes). In particular, he showed that the number of possible edge waves modes $n_M$ has to satisfy the following relationship

$$n_M \leq \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\pi}{2\alpha} - 1 \right).$$

Then, the higher the beach slope, the lower the energy trapped close to the coast. It has to be noted that perfect trapping was demonstrated not possible in a polar-symmetric topography, i.e. for ideal conical island (Renzi & Sammarco, 2010).

Liu et al. (1998) generated wave trains with a hinged wave-maker moving at the undisturbed shoreline of a straight coast (Liu & Yeh, 1996, $\alpha = 15^\circ$, $\cot \alpha = 3.7$). Those experiments showed that perturbations occurring at the coast generate dispersive waves, even if in very shallow water. On the basis of standard spectral analysis they argued that near the shoreline the Stokes edge waves (zero-th edge wave mode) dominates and wave energy trapping occur for a long distance. Then, Liu et al. (2005) experimentally reproduced landslides sliding down an incline ($\alpha = 26.6^\circ$, $\cot \alpha = 2$) in a wave tank. The tank was about 4 times the landslide width (triangular section body). They used experimental data to validate a RANS-VOF numerical model and they observed that the sidewalls affected the waves propagating alongshore (i.e. induced wave run-up) just after about 1.5 seconds. After Lynett & Liu (2005) performed a series of numerical simulations in the case of elliptical solid landslides sliding down a sloping beach, hence characterized by a straight coast. By using of landslide motion law proposed by Watts (1998), they used the numerical results to provide empirical formulations suitable to forecast run-up along the coast for both subaerial and submerged landslides. More in particular,
they investigated the role of a series of dimensionless parameters: (i) dimensionless landslide thickness (\(S_c = s / \zeta_r\), being the origin of \(\zeta\) axis located at the undisturbed shoreline, positive upward and \(s\) the maximum landslide thickness measured along the vertical direction); (ii) landslide steepness (\(\mu = 2\pi s / b = k_s\)); (iii) symmetry of the landslide (\(\kappa = b_f / b_h\), being \(b_f\) and \(b_h\) the horizontal distances from the location of maximum landslide thickness forward and backward respectively, \(b = b_f + b_h\)); (iv) aspect ratio (\(A = b / w\); (v) specific gravity (G) and (vi) beach slope (\(\alpha\)). They defined a “near-shore” far field, where “edge waves become important”, whereas the near field wave pattern is strongly related to the source of impulse waves. In particular they showed that the near field extends up to about 5 times the landslide width for the subaerial case, whereas in the case of underwater landslide, also the aspect ratio of the body plays a key role in the extension of the near field:

\[
\left(\frac{y_{rf}}{w}\right) \approx 5 \quad ; \quad \left(\frac{y_{uf}}{w}\right) \approx 5 \left(\frac{L}{W}\right)
\]

For the underwater case, Lynett & Liu (2005) provided empirical formulations for the maximum run-up (\(R_u\)) and run-down (\(R_d\)) immediately landward the landslide centreline:

\[
R_u \approx 0.30 S_c^{-1/6} \mu^{-1.40} A^{0.87} \kappa_{-0.015} G^{0.80} (\tan \alpha)^{1.71}
\]

\[
R_d \approx -0.235 \mu^{-1.19} A^{0.87} \kappa_{-0.230} G^{0.62} (\tan \alpha)^{1.14}
\]

At the near-far field division, the run-up reads as follows:

\[
R_u \approx 0.07 S_c^{-6/5} A^{-5/6} \kappa^{-1/4} G^{4/3} (\tan \alpha)^{4/3}
\]

As the edge waves propagate alongshore, dispersion effects can induce a secondary run-up peak. Numerical simulations of Lynett & Liu (2005) showed that in some cases this secondary peak can exceed the run-up observed just landward of the landslide centreline. This secondary peak was observed to be located at:

\[
y_{up} / w \approx 0.65 S_c^{-1} \mu^{6/5} A^{-1} \kappa^{1/3} G^{-1/5} (\tan \alpha)^{-6/5}
\]

where the run-up can be estimated by the following relationship:

\[
R_u \approx 0.17 S_c^{4/3} \mu^{4/5} A^{5/6} \kappa^{-1/3} G^{4/5} (\tan \alpha)^{4/3}
\]

In the case of subaerial landslide, only the run-up at the near-far field division was provided:

\[
R_u \approx 0.1 S_c^{-1/4} G
\]

Validity ranges of the dimensionless relationships proposed by Lynett & Liu (2005) follow: 0.125 < \(|S_c|\) < 1.0, 0.01 < \(\mu\) < 0.25, 0.7 < \(\kappa\) < 1.7, 1 < A < 10, 1.8 < G < 3.2, 1.9 < \(\alpha\) < 5.7°. It can be observed that the simulated beach slope ranged from about 2° (\(\cot \alpha = 30\)) up to about 6° (\(\cot \alpha = 10\)). These values represent typical values of coastal areas, but some steeper slopes can exist where landslides are likely to occur. Such a case occurred at the volcanic island of Stromboli on December 30, 2002 when two landslides generate impulse waves that propagate along the coast of the island itself (Tinti et al., 2005a; b). The slope of the island flank
is about $18^\circ$ ($\cot \alpha = 3$), then quite larger than the slopes simulated by Lynett & Liu (2005). This event motivated a series of three-dimensional experimental works aimed at reproducing the wave generation by semi-elliptical landslides sliding down plane beaches with straight coasts (Di Risio et al., 2009a) and flanks of conical islands (Di Risio et al., 2008; 2009b; Molfetta et al., 2010).

Di Risio et al. (2009a) carried out a series of experiments in a three-dimensional wave tank where a plane beach was placed. Then the experimental layout was similar to the cases simulated by Lynett & Liu (2005), but with a steeper beach. Along the beach a semi-elliptical landslide model ($G = 1.83$) were left to slide along the incline. Both partially submerged and subaerial landslide were reproduced (i.e. $0.28 < S_\zeta < \infty$, being $S_\zeta = \infty$ when landslide center mass is located at the undisturbed shoreline elevation). The tank width was about 27 times landslide width, quite larger than previous experimental investigations (Liu et al., 2005; Enet et al., 2003; Enet & Grilli, 2007). Nevertheless the tank was short in the offshore direction and front sidewalls also reflected generated waves. The experimental layout allowed to observe the near field wave pattern, just landward to the landslide, and the propagation alongshore of the leading wave before the sidewalls reflection contaminated the induced waves. During the experiments the secondary run-up peak was located and the maximum run-up was located at about two times the landslide width away the centreline of the landslide rather than directly landward the landslide. At the near-far field division defined by Lynett & Liu (2005) they observed that the dimensionless run-up induced by the leading wave was equal to about $R_u/s \approx 0.18$, whilst the maximum run-up was $R_u/s \approx 0.28$, by keeping in mind that the latter could be affected by sidewalls reflection. Although outside the validity range, the formulation (16) gives a value equal to 0.25 ($S_\zeta = 0.28$), quite similar to the observed value. The work by Di Risio et al. (2009b) was aimed at reproducing impulse waves propagation around a conical island, similar to that of Briggs et al. (1995a), placed at the centre of a large wave tank (50 m long, 30 m wide, 3 m high at the Research and Experimentation Laboratory for Coastal Defence - LIC - of the Technical University of Bari, Italy). The landslide model was exactly the same used by Di Risio et al. (2009a). During the experiments, the induced run-up along the coast was measured by means of special gauges directly embedded into the island flanks. Only subaerial landslides were reproduced and the role of undisturbed shoreline radius was investigated: the higher the undisturbed shoreline radius, the higher the induced run-up. The large dimensions of the wave tank allowed to observe the propagation of waves along the whole circular coastline and dispersive features of wave packets were observed, being the maximum run-up induced by the first wave near the generation area, by the second wave up to a curvilinear distance alongshore equal to about 8 times the landslide width, then the third wave induces the maximum run-up and so on. Although based on relatively few data, Di Risio et al. (2008) provided a series of empirical formulations giving the run-up induced by the impulse waves around the island by the first four waves of the generated train:

$$R_u^{(1)}(s) = 1.049 \left( \frac{w}{r_0} \right) ^{-0.470} \left( \frac{b}{w} \right) ^{-2.021}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

$$R_u^{(2)}(s) = 0.386 \left( \frac{w}{r_0} \right) ^{-0.066} \exp \left[ \left( -0.131 \frac{b}{w} \right) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

$$R_u^{(3)}(s) = 0.011 \left( \frac{w}{r_0} \right) ^{-0.945} \exp \left[ \left( 0.007 \frac{b}{w} \right) ^2 \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)
where \( \tilde{y} \) is measured along the undisturbed shoreline (i.e. it is curvilinear coordinate) with radius equal to \( r_0 \). Validity ranges of the above relationships follow: \( 0.15 < w/r_0 < 0.19, 1 < \tilde{y}/w < 20 \). To date, these are the unique empirical formulations based on experimental data aimed at forecasting wave run-up on island coastlines when a landslide occurs directly on the flank of the island itself.

### 3. Impulse wave run-up

Once impulse waves are generated by landslides, they propagate and interact with water body boundaries. The waves run up the coastal boundaries and induce even large inundations. Since the earlier work by Hall & Watts (1953) and Camfield & Street (1970), a long series of experiments have been carried out in order to forecast the run-up induced by a single impulse wave. Almost all the experiments dealt with solitary waves (breaking or non-breaking). This is due to the fact that solitary wave has been recognized so far as the proper model to describe tsunami approaching shoreline. Actually, Madsen & Schaffer (2010) has recently shown that this is not realistic for a geophysical tsunami.

For non-breaking solitary waves, Synolakis (1987) found that non-linear and linear shallow water equations for a sloping beach (angle to the horizontal \( \beta \)) connected to an horizontal bottom have the same solution given by:

\[
\frac{R_u}{d} = 2.831 \sqrt{\cot \beta} \left( \frac{H}{d} \right)^{1.25}
\]

where \( H \) is the wave height. The run-up law given by equation (21) is consistent with the Green law (Lamb, 1932, §185), valid for the propagation of waves in a canal of gradually varying rectangular section. This law states the free surface elevation (\( \eta \)) is inversely proportional to mean water depth, i.e.: \( \eta \propto d^{-1/4} \)

The relationship (21) is valid for non-breaking solitary waves, then a kind of breaking criterion is needed in order to check its validity:

\[
H/d > 0.8183 (\cot \beta)^{-10/9}.
\]

However, this is not a proper breaking criterion as based on the limit at which the Jacobian of hodograph transformation used by Synolakis (1987) becomes singular. It was noted that the assumptions inherent in the shallow-water wave theory are violated before the Jacobian becomes singular, then it cannot be viewed as the actually point where the waves break but a validity limit for analytical results (Meyer, 1986a;b). Indeed, numerical simulations of Grilli et al. (1997) showed that solitary waves break during climbing on sloping beach if

\[
H/d > 16.9 (\tan \beta)^2.
\]

The analytical method of Synolakis (1987) has been used by Li & Raichlen (2001) that retained higher order terms in the initial condition. Then a corrected run-up law for non-breaking solitary waves has been defined:

\[
\frac{R_u}{d} = 2.831 \sqrt{\cot \beta} \left( \frac{H}{d} \right)^{5/4} + 0.293 (\cot \beta)^{3/2} \left( \frac{H}{d} \right)^{9/4}
\]
A first attempt to provide a reliable formulation for run-up forecasting induced by other waves than solitary one was made by Tadepalli & Synolakis (1994). They provided analytical relationships giving induced run-up in the case of leading-elevation and leading-depression generalized, isosceles and double N-waves. The maximum run-up was showed to be induced by leading-depression isosceles and double N-waves given by:

\[
\frac{R_u}{d} = 3.86 \sqrt{\cot \beta \left( \frac{H}{d} \right)^{1.25}} ; \quad \frac{R_u}{d} = 4.55 \sqrt{\cot \beta \left( \frac{H}{d} \right)^{1.25}}
\]  

(26)

respectively. It has to be noted that the resulting run-up is higher than the one induced by the solitary wave.

Nevertheless many other researches still preferred to focus on the run-up induced by solitary waves by making use of different approaches. Li & Raichlen (2003) proposed a simple energy model that gives a reliable estimation of the run-up resulting from breaking solitary waves by taking into account also the shape of the run-up tongue:

\[
\frac{R_u}{d} = \frac{1 - E_b/E_i}{1.5k_t} \left( \frac{H}{d} \right)
\]

(27)

where \(E_b\) and \(E_i\) are the dissipated energy by breaking processes and incident solitary wave energy respectively and \(k_t\) is the shape factor of the run-up tongue (\(k_t = 0.33\) for a triangular run-up tongue, \(k_t = 0.12\) based on numerical simulation by Li, 2000, \(k_t = 0.18\) based on experimental data). For the ratio \(E_b/E_i\) numerical simulations by Li (2000) have been used by Li & Raichlen (2003):

\[
\frac{E_b}{E_i} = C \left[ A \ln \left( \cot \beta \right) + B \right]
\]

(28)

with

\[
A = -0.470 \left( \frac{H}{d} \right) + 0.534 \quad ; \quad B = 2.165 \left( \frac{H}{d} \right) - 1.154 \quad ; \quad C = 0.190 \left[ \ln \left( \frac{H}{d} \right) \right] + 0.969.
\]

(29)

Gedik et al. (2005) performed an experimental investigation aimed at including the influences of sand grain diameter (\(d_s\)) for sloping sandy beach, also in the case of armored beaches (armor units diameter \(d_{n50}\)):

\[
\frac{R_u}{d} = 4 \cdot 10^{-4} \left( \frac{H}{d_s} D \cot \beta \right)^{0.921} \quad ; \quad \frac{R_u}{d} = 5 \cdot 10^{-3} \left( \frac{H}{d_{n50}} D \cot \beta \right)^{0.954}
\]

(30)

Hughes (2004a) used experimental and numerical data of past studies (Hall & Watts, 1953; Li, 2000; Briggs et al., 1995b; Synolakis, 1986; 1987) in order to define empirical formulation for breaking and non-breaking solitary wave run-up based on the wave momentum flux parameter proposed by Hughes (2004b).

It has to be noted that the formulations cited above are almost all related to solitary waves. However, when impulse waves are generated by landslides, especially in enclosed basins (i.e. reservoirs), the waveform is likely to be related to other wave types (e.g. Panizzo et al., 2005a). Recently, on the basis of the definition of representative solitary wave period (Kobayashi & Karjadi, 1994), it has been demonstrated that the role of the relative wave height (\(H/d\)) for solitary wave run-up (relative to wave height \(R_u/H\)) is replaced by the dimensionless wave period \((T \sqrt{g/d})\) for oscillatory waves, whilst the role of beach slope remains unchanged
(Fuhrman & Madsen, 2008; Madsen & Fuhrman, 2008). Then, a general relationship that gives impulse wave run-up can be formally expressed as follows:

\[
\frac{R_u}{H} = a_1 \left( \frac{H}{d} \right)^{a_2} \left( T \sqrt{\frac{g}{d}} \right)^{a_3} (\tan \beta)^{a_4} .
\] (31)

For solitary wave run-up \( a_3 = 0 \), whereas for sinusoidal (linear) waves \( a_2 = 0 \). Run-up law proposed by Synolakis (1987) reads \( a_1 = 2.831, a_2 = +1/4, a_3 = 0 \) and \( a_4 = -1/2 \). Consistently, Green Law can be recast by keeping \( a_1 \neq 0, a_2 = +1/4, a_3 = 0, a_4 \neq 0 \).

Muller (1995) performed a series of experimental tests providing the following empirical formulation:

\[
\frac{R_u}{H} = 1.25 \left( \frac{H}{d} \right)^{0.25} \left( \frac{H}{\lambda} \right)^{0.15} \left( \frac{\pi}{2g} \right)^{0.20} .
\] (32)

The experimental ranges of the above relationship follow: \( 0.011 < H/d < 0.521, 0.001 < H/\lambda < 0.013, 18.4^\circ < \beta < 90^\circ \). It has to be stressed that the wavelength \( \lambda \) estimation is needed in order to use the formulations (32). Hence, it can be used only if also wave celerity estimate is available, for instance by using solitary wave celerity (Boussinesq, 1872).

In order to overcome the shortcomings of relationship (32), Di Risio (2005) performed a series of two-dimensional tests by reproducing the effects of both the dam slope and crest width. The following formulation:

\[
\frac{R_u}{H} = 1.25 \left( \frac{H}{d} \right)^{0.25} \left( \frac{H}{\lambda} \right)^{0.15} \left( \frac{\pi}{2g} \right)^{0.20} .
\] (33)

This formulation is consistent with theoretical reasoning of Fuhrman & Madsen (2008), equation (31), and it is the first empirical formulation involving the wave period. Experimental ranges of relationship (33) follow: \( 0.18 < H/d < 0.70, 7.48 < T \sqrt{g/d} < 15.60, 22^\circ < \beta < 84^\circ \). Equation (33) can be used also for solitary waves by defining the representative wave period \( T_S \) as the time interval during which the normalized solitary wave surface elevation \( (\eta/H) \) exceeds some small threshold level (Kobayashi & Karjadi, 1994; Fuhrman & Madsen, 2008):

\[
T_S = 1.03 \sqrt{\frac{16d^2}{3Hg(1 + H/d)}}.
\] (34)

### 4. Impulse wave overtopping

If the induced run-up exceeds the dam free-board (\( \xi \)) the water will overtop the structure, and floods the downstream areas. In this case, overtopping volume and overtopping flow forecasting can be precious in modeling downstream flooding (e.g. Risley et al., 2006).

To date, some analytical solutions exist for bore waves (e.g. Peregrine & Williams, 2001; Baldock et al., 2005). The only researches dealing with dam overtopping due to impulse waves are those of Muller (1995) and Di Risio (2005). The former performed a series of two-dimensional experiments by reproducing the effect of both the dam slope and crest width. The following empirical formulation was given for the overtopping volume per unit width:

\[
\frac{V}{d^2} = 1.45 \left( \frac{H}{d} \right)^{1.33} \left( T \sqrt{\frac{g}{d}} \right)^{0.44} \left( 1 - \frac{\xi}{R_u} \right)^{2.2}.
\] (35)
For small dam crest width (relative to impulse wave height) the coefficient $\tilde{\kappa}$ is equal to 0.53, 0.61 and 0.66 for $\beta$ equal to 90°, 45° and 18.4° respectively. It has to be noted that equation (35) can be used once one has estimated the wave run-up. Muller (1995) provided also the time duration $t_0$ of the overtopping event, even if only in the case of $\xi = 0$, then giving an estimate of maximum overtopping discharge per unit width $q_0 = V_0/t_0$: 

$$t_0 = 4\left(\frac{T}{\sqrt{\frac{g}{d}}\xi}\right)^{0.44}$$

(36)

It can be observed that the overtopping discharge ($q_0 = V_0/t_0$) does not depend upon wave period. Experimental ranges of equation (35) follow: $0.019 < H/d < 0.488, 9.0 < T\sqrt{g/d} < 21.0$.

In a similar way, Di Risio (2005) performed two-dimensional experiments giving the following empirical formulation:

$$\frac{V}{d^2} = 0.0084\left(\frac{H}{d}\right)^{1.18}\left(\frac{T}{\sqrt{\frac{g}{d}}\xi}\right)^{1.58} (\xi/d)^{-1.62} (\sin\beta)^{-0.61}$$

(37)

with the experimental ranges $0.18 < H/d < 0.70, 7.48 < T\sqrt{g/d} < 15.60, 22^\circ < \beta < 84^\circ, 0.09 < \xi/d < 1.42$.

5. Concluding remarks

A comprehensive review of landslide generated wave forecasting has been presented. The review covers the overall phenomenon, from wave generation up to wave propagation both alongshore and offshore and impulse wave interaction with coasts and dam (i.e. run-up and overtopping).

The main aim of the work is to review empirical formulations useful to practically forecast generated wave features (i.e. maximum wave height, crest amplitude and period; leading wave height, crest amplitude and period) both in the near and far field. Furthermore attention has been paid to the propagation alongshore when landslides generate waves directly at the coast and edge waves modes can be triggered. The interaction of impulse waves with water body boundaries has been described in terms of wave run-up and dam overtopping.

Some aspects related to generation phenomena have to be addressed. In particular, the applicability of empirical formulations based on solid landslide experiments should be investigated with respect to the role of deformations and porosity on wave generation, especially in the case of underwater landslide that seems to be controversial.
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Forecasting Landslide Generated Tsunamis: a Review


Submarine earthquakes, submarine slides and impacts may set large water volumes in motion characterized by very long wavelengths and a very high speed of lateral displacement, when reaching shallower water the wave breaks in over land - often with disastrous effects. This natural phenomenon is known as a tsunami event. By December 26, 2004, an event in the Indian Ocean, this word suddenly became known to the public. The effects were indeed disastrous and 227,898 people were killed. Tsunami events are a natural part of the Earth’s geophysical system. There have been numerous events in the past and they will continue to be a threat to humanity; even more so today, when the coastal zone is occupied by so much more human activity and many more people. Therefore, tsunamis pose a very serious threat to humanity. The only way for us to face this threat is by increased knowledge so that we can meet future events by efficient warning systems and aid organizations. This book offers extensive and new information on tsunamis; their origin, history, effects, monitoring, hazards assessment and proposed handling with respect to precaution. Only through knowledge do we know how to behave in a wise manner. This book should be a well of tsunami knowledge for a long time, we hope.
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